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*10001 Q.—Sri C. V. K. Rao (Kakinada) :—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that four senior I.A.S. Officers of A.P. Cadre working in Government of India are reverted to the State:

(b) if so, the names of these officers; and

(c) the reasons for their reversion to state?

The Chief Minister (Sri J. Venga Rao) :—

(a) & (b) Some officers have been reverted to the State Government. Officers are periodically reverted to the state as per the rules.

(c) The officers are generally reverted to State Government after completion of their term at the Centre. No reasons are generally indicated for such reversions as the officers belong to the State cadre.

J. No. 177 (119)
120 26th July, 1977.
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Sri J. Vengala Rao:—Sri Chandrasekhar, Revenue Secretary, P. Prabhakararao, Chairman and Managing Director, Nizam Sugar Factory, Muralidhararao, Co-operative Apex Bank, Managing Director, Sri Jayakar Johnson, Joint Secretary, Srawan Kumar, Excise Commissioner I. J. Naidu and Kamath, are expected to come with in a month or two.

Sri A. Sriramulu (Eluru):—This is a routine method that I.A.S. Officers are allotted to the State. Some times Centre takes their services. If they feel they are not good, they can send back to the State, ordinarily in the usual course. Whether the Government of our State is seriously considering to repatriate some of the efficient officers who are now in Government of India?
Supply of Cane Furniture to the Kinnerasani Guest House.

392—

*S924 Q.—Sri A. Sreeramulu :—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state :

(a) whether it is a fact that M/s. Singareni Collieries Co., Ltd., placed an order on Hubert Furnishing, Madras for supply of Cane Furniture to the Kinnerasani Guest House;

(b) if so, the cost of the furniture ordered;

(c) whether the Managing Director of the Singareni Collieries called for quotations from other Cane Manufacturers; and

(d) whether the Tamilnadu Cane Products Manufacturers Association Madras, submitted any representation in this regard?

Sri J. Vengal Rao :—

(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) Rs. 1,62,651-50.

(c) Since the furniture required for the Kinnerasani Guest House was of a type of specific design, quotations were collected at Madras by a team of Officers of the Company who were deputed to go to Madras, and inspect the establishments, the capacity and the workmanship of the various furniture manufacturing units.

(d) A copy of a representation from the Tamilnadu Cane Manufacturer's Association, Madras received by the Government has been forwarded to the Chairman and Managing Director, Singareni Collieries Company Limited for remarks. The report received from the Singareni Collieries Company Limited is being examined by the Government.

Sri A. Sriramulu:— In this case, the Tamilnadu Cane Products Manufacturers' Association has made a complaint that Messrs. Singareni Collieries obtained quotations after going to Madras only from this Company Hubert Furnishing, Madras. Singareni Company originally accepted the order. Later the very same company was given higher prices and order was placed. What is the reason for the Singareni Company to allocate to only one company when there are so many Cane Manufacturers in Madras and when there is Cane Products Manufacturers' Association at Madras?

I will ask the Industries Secretary to go into detail in this matter.
Reconversion of Indian Christians to Hinduism.
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*S950 Q.—Sri Nissankara Rao Venkata Ratnam (Guntur II):—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

whether the Government of Andhra Pradesh recognised reconversion of Indian Christians to Hinduism done by institutions like Arya Samaj, Visva Hindu Parishad, Suddhi Sangham?

Sri J. Vengal Rao:—The question of recognition by Government of reconversion of Indian Christians to Hinduism does not arise. However, in regard to Scheduled Caste Christians reconverted to Hinduism and claiming as Scheduled Castes, each case is to be decided on its merits in accordance with the guidelines issued by the Government of India.

Sri J. Vengal Rao:—If Harijans convert desires to convert himself to Hinduism or Sikhism to which he or she originally belongs no formal ceremony rites conducted by Arya Samaj or Vishwa Hindu Parishad or Andhra Suddhi Sangam required to bring him to the original case it is sufficient if there is a desire to reconvert himself or herself has got to assert whether the ancestors of the persons belong to one of the castes now included in the Schedule.

All converts of Harijans as the case may be, if he has been received back and accepted as a member of one of the Scheduled castes, if a person's ancestors and proved to belong to Scheduled castes, ordinarily it is presumed he will be accepted by the said caste.

Oral Answers to Questions

(5) 1. లేదార్‌ప్రభుపాదు: — హద్దక్కి వచ్చిన సంసారం మహావ్యధి. ఏండరు విధానాలు కచ్చితంగా ఏమిది చందాయానికి రాయడానికి,అంతపు పాటికి తాళ్ళం చేసేది. మా తోడపచ్చి కూడా సరింధు గొప్పంగా మీనారుగతాన్ని వారించాలని ప్రకారం వచ్చి తెలిసి. అందుకే ప్రతి ప్రశ్నను తిమించినా ఆంధ్ర ప్రదేశ్ రాష్ట్రానికి ఏమితో నిర్ణయించాలని ప్రతిపాదించలానికి సంచారం చేసినాం.

2. రోధానా: — ఎంటే మాంగం సమాధీ. అంతపు తప్పని ప్రశ్నను వివిధ సమయం తోడపచ్చి తెలిసి, అంతేగా రోధం లాగా రాగా సంచారం చేసినాం. అది రోధం లాగా సంచారం చేసిన సమయంలో మన మధ్యం గల ప్రతి ప్రశ్నను తిమించాలని ప్రతిపాదించ లాగా సంచారం చేసినాం.

3. ప్రత్యేకించిన ప్రపంచ ప్రశ్నలు: — ప్రత్యేకించిన ప్రపంచ ప్రశ్నలు మాంగం సమాధీ ప్రతిపాదించాను. అందుకే ప్రతి ప్రశ్నను తిమించాను. అంతేగా రోధం లాగా సంచారం చేసినాం. అది రోధం లాగా సంచారం చేసిన సమయంలో మన మధ్యం గల ప్రతి ప్రశ్నను తిమించాలని ప్రతిపాదించ లాగా సంచారం చేసినాం.
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 Sri K. Prabhakara Rao :— The father is a christian. A son born to the Christian father does not ipso facto Christian unless he is baptised.
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 Sri K. Prabhakara Rao :— The father is a christian. A son born to the Christian father does not ipso facto Christian unless he is baptised.

 Sri K. Prabhakara Rao :— The father is a christian. A son born to the Christian father does not ipso facto Christian unless he is baptised.
Mr. Speaker:—This is a question of law. Law Courts will decide.

Sri J. Vengal Rao:—(a) There was a case of alleged assault of a Harijan by Caste Hindu and Social boycott.

(b) A case has been registered as Cr. No. 28/77 U/S 4 (1) read with Section 10 of the Protection of Civil Rights Act. 1955 in regard to Social boycott. A charge sheet has been filed on 20-5-1977 and the case is under trial. An Armed Reserve Party was stationed at Muppalla Village to ensure maintenance of Law and Order. The District Collector and Superintendent of Police have also visited the village on 17-4-1977 and taken measures for the protection of Harijans.

(c) Yes Sir,

Attrocities Committed By Caste Hindus on Harijans of Muppalla Village

*9691-Q.—Sarvasri Vanka Satyanarayana and M. Nagi Reddy—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state:

(b) A case has been registered as Cr. No. 28/77 U/S 4 (1) read with Section 10 of the Protection of Civil Rights Act. 1955 in regard to Social boycott. A charge sheet has been filed on 20-5-1977 and the case is under trial. An Armed Reserve Party was stationed at Muppalla Village to ensure maintenance of Law and Order. The District Collector and Superintendent of Police have also visited the village on 17-4-1977 and taken measures for the protection of Harijans.

(c) Yes Sir,

(a) whether it has been brought to notice of the Government that the Caste-Hindus have been carrying social boycott and atrocities against the Harijans of Muppalla Village in Nandigama Taluq of Krishna District, since the elections to Lok Sabha; and

(b) if so, the action taken by the Government?

Sri J. Vengal Rao:—(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) A case has been registered as Cr. No. 28/77 U/S 400 Mad with Section 10 of the Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1965. An armed Reserve Party comprising of one Head Constable and ten Police Constables was stationed at Muppalla Village to ensure maintenance of Law and Order. The District Collector and Superintendent of Police have also visited the village on 17-4-1977 and taken measures for the protection of Harijans.

Oral Answers to Questions.

[Text in Telugu script]
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(ప్రమాణం) చారిత్రక పంచాయత్యాల ప్రాంతాల్లో ప్రభుత్వం కేంద్రం కలిగి గల భూభాగాలకు కొదుపు పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది. ఈ భూభాగాలలో ఎంతో శక్తిపూర్వ పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది. ఎందుకంటే భూభాగాల ప్రభుత్వం కేంద్రం కలిగి గల భూభాగాలకు కొదుపు పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది.

(ప్రమాణం) ప్రశ్నలు దృష్టిని ప్రమాణం కలిగి గల భూభాగాలకు కొదుపు పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది. ఈ భూభాగాలలో ఎంతో శక్తిపూర్వ పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది. ఎందుకంటే భూభాగాల ప్రభుత్వం కేంద్రం కలిగి గల భూభాగాలకు కొదుపు పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది.

(ప్రమాణం) చారిత్రక పంచాయత్యాల ప్రాంతాల్లో ప్రభుత్వం కేంద్రం కలిగి గల భూభాగాలకు కొదుపు పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది. ఈ భూభాగాలలో ఎంతో శక్తిపూర్వ పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది. ఎందుకంటే భూభాగాల ప్రభుత్వం కేంద్రం కలిగి గల భూభాగాలకు కొదుపు పరముద్రలు జ్యోతిషీద్ధ ప్రభుత్వం ప్రేక్షించింది.
Harassment of Scheduled Castes by the Land-Lords in the State

*9154 Q.-Smt. J. Eshwari Bai :— Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state :

(a) whether the State Government are in receipt of complaints of harassment of Scheduled Castes at the hands of land-lords and caste Hindus at different places during the current year ;

(b) if so, their number and the action taken thereon ;

(c) the number of District Collectors who have received such harassment reports and the action taken by them; and

(d) the action taken by the District Collector of West Godavari Harijans in the month of November, 1976 ?

Sri J. Vengal Rao :— (a) Yes Sir.

(b) (i) Cases reported in Police Stations in 1976. : 213
(ii) Cases declared false/non-cognisable : 23
(iii) Cases pending investigation. : 8
(iv) Cases acquitted by Courts, : 86
(v) Cases convicted by Courts. : 18
(vi) Cases pending disposal in Courts. : 78

(c) All District Collectors have received petitions and appropriate action has been taken by them.

(d) The case has been investigated and a charge sheet filed in the Court of II Addl. Judicial First Class Magistrate, Kovvur.

9-00 a. m.

I have the following question to ask:

1. What is the current state of the economy?

2. What measures are being taken to address the current economic challenges?

3. What steps are being taken to improve the living standards of the people?

4. What are the government's plans for long-term economic development?

5. How is the government ensuring the fair distribution of resources among all sections of the population?

I request an urgent response to these questions so that appropriate measures can be taken to address the current situations.
397—

*9721 Q.- Sri Nissankarao Venkata Ratnam:—Will the Minister for Agriculture be pleased to state:

(a) whether the employees of the Agricultural University issued a strike notice to the Government;

(b) if so, when; and

(c) the particulars of their demands and the steps taken to meet their demands?

The Minister for Agriculture (Sri J. Chokka Rao):— a) No Sir,

(b) & (c) Do not arise.
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Mr Speaker:- Your question is (a) whether the employees of the Agricultural University issued a strike notice to the Government?
(b) if so, when and (c) the particulars of their demands and the steps taken to meet their demands? He has answered it by saying .. "No".
Oral Answers to Questions

Mr. Speaker:—The question has been put and answer was given. He has also said that notice was given to the University. There is no point of order.

Mr. Speaker:—As far as the answer is concerned, it is a direct answer to the question.

9-10 a.m.

Mr. Speaker:—As far as the answer is concerned, it is a direct answer to the question.

Mr. Speaker:—As far as the answer is concerned, it is a direct answer to the question.

Mr. Speaker:—As far as the answer is concerned, it is a direct answer to the question.
Properties of Kotilingaswamy Temple, Rajahmundry

*10064 Q.—Sri Nissankarao Venkata Ratnam:— Will the Minister for Agriculture be pleased to state:

(a) the properties endowed to the Temples of Kotilingala Swamy of Rajahmundry and temples of Kalahasti; and

(b) their annual income and expenditure?

Sri J. Chokkarao:— (a) and (b):— A statement is placed on the Table of the House.
## Statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Name of the Temple</th>
<th>Properties endowed</th>
<th>Annual Income</th>
<th>Annual Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sri Umakotilingeswara Swamy and Seetharama Swamy Temple, Rajahmundry</td>
<td>Lands 14-13 (wet) 3-20 (Dry), Buildings 2, Vacant 54,934 site Sp. Yds.</td>
<td>18,970-75</td>
<td>20,098-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Sri Kalahasteeswara Swamy Devasthanam, Srikalahasthi</td>
<td>Lands 45-13 (wet) 72-37 (Dry)</td>
<td>6,39,570-00</td>
<td>5,98,528-00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Sri Pattabhi Rama Swamy Bhajana Mandiram, Srikalahasti</td>
<td>Lands 0-78 (Dry), Buildings 3 rooms</td>
<td>560-00</td>
<td>906-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Sri Prasannanwaradaraja Swamy Temple, Srikalahasti</td>
<td>Lands 16-04 (Dry)</td>
<td>7,085-76</td>
<td>7,626-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vacant site 240 Yds.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buildings 2 Godowns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Car shed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Sri Kannikaparameswari Temple, Kalahasti (Bazar Street)</td>
<td>3 Rooms</td>
<td>2,308-75</td>
<td>1,330-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Sri Kannikaparameswari Temple, (Bhadrurpet), Srikalahasti</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>951-00</td>
<td>843-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Sri Dharmaraja Swamy Temple attached to Sri Kalahasteeswara Swamy Temple, Srikalahasti</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>10,084-55</td>
<td>13,512-51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dr. Kondabolu—Sir, in the ratio of 14 acres
out of 8 acres in a farm, the amount of 55 crores
was deducted. So the income from the farm
amounts to 19,000. The sum
of 20 crores was sanctioned. Why was the
income of 19,000 deducted from the
amount of 20 crores? Why was the
amount of 19,000 deducted from the
income? How do we expect the
farmers? Should we expect the
farmers? Why were the farmers
so dissatisfied? Why was the
amount of 19,000 deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why did the
farmers claim that the amount of
19,000 was deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why
were the farmers so dissatisfied?
Why did the farmers claim that the
amount of 19,000 was deducted
from the income of the farmers?
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19,000 was deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why
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Why did the farmers claim that the
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Dr. Kondabolu—Sir, in the ratio of 14 acres
out of 8 acres in a farm, the amount of 55 crores
was deducted. The income from the farm
amounted to 19,000. The sum
of 20 crores was sanctioned. Why
was the income of 19,000 deducted from the
amount of 20 crores? Why was the
amount of 19,000 deducted from the
income? How do we expect the
farmers? Should we expect the
farmers? Why were the farmers
so dissatisfied? Why was the
amount of 19,000 deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why did the
farmers claim that the amount of
19,000 was deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why
were the farmers so dissatisfied?
Why did the farmers claim that the
amount of 19,000 was deducted
from the income of the farmers?

Dr. T. R. Rao—Sir, in the ratio of 14 acres
out of 8 acres in a farm, the amount of 55 crores
was deducted. The income from the farm
amounted to 19,000. The sum
of 20 crores was sanctioned. Why
was the income of 19,000 deducted from the
amount of 20 crores? Why was the
amount of 19,000 deducted from the
income? How do we expect the
farmers? Should we expect the
farmers? Why were the farmers
so dissatisfied? Why was the
amount of 19,000 deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why did the
farmers claim that the amount of
19,000 was deducted from the
income of the farmers? Why
were the farmers so dissatisfied?
Why did the farmers claim that the
amount of 19,000 was deducted
from the income of the farmers?
Auditing of Accounts of Muslim Wakf Board

399—

*10094 (H)Q.—Sri Sultan Salahuddin Owasi (Yakutpura):— Will the Minister for Forests be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Accounts of the Muslim Wakf Board have been audited after the formation of the Wakf Board;

(b) if so, whether the Audit Report has been presented to the Government; and

(c) if not, the reasons therefor?

The Minister for Forests (Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari):—

(a) &

(b) Yes Sir, up to the year 1966-67.

(c) The Audit of the Accounts for the years 1967-68 onwards, has not been taken up so far, due to the inability of the Wakf Fund to bear the cost of audit.

Sri A. Sriramulu:—Point of order. Sir. The Minister is chewing pawn and his replies are not audible. Will he go on chewing pawn while answering questions?

Mr. Speaker:—Chewing pawn is not allowed not only while answering but even otherwise.

Sri A. Sriramulu:—Please advise the Minister not to chew pawn.

Mr. Speaker:—Chewing pawn is not allowed.

*Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:—It is not chewing pawn. I am short of two teeth.

Sri A. Sriramulu:—It is very visible. Conspicuously bad in chewing.

Oral Answers to Questions.

Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy:—From one decade the Wakf Board's accounts are not audited. When did it come to the notice of the Government that the Wakf Board's accounts are not being audited and what is the action taken by the Government so far. Is it not necessary to wind up the present Wakf Board if it is not in a position to afford for getting the accounts audited.

*Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:— The Wakf Board is not in a position to pay the audit fees and that is why it could not be taken up. Till 1967 the audit amount came to Rs.34,500. We have been asking them to submit the amount for audit. Very recently they have written to the Government that they are not in a position to pay and it is for the Government to take it up without collecting any funds from the Board.

9-20 a.m. Sri V. Srikrishna (Mangalagiri):— There are large extents of lands under the management of Wakf throughout the State in addition to various kinds of properties. The income according to the Minister was only Rs. 35,000 when it was audited in 1967-68. According to my information these properties of the Wakf Board are being mis-managed right from the inception of the Wakf Board. If it is allowed to continue, most of the income will go unaccounted and misappropriation is taking place at every level. Why should the Government take such a lenient attitude.

*Sri Mohd. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:— That is a general complaint that the properties are being mis-managed. It is not that. The income from other properties may be there. Under the Wakf Act it cannot localise that income for any other purpose, other than the particular institution from which the income is derived. Wakf Board would receive 6%, out of which 1% goes to the Govt. of India and 5% remains with the Board. This is a meagre income. They are unable to pay the salaries of the staff.

*Sri V. Srikrishna:— Wakf Board has got a right to authorise, supervise the activities of the Muta Walis. Whether it is doing that job?

Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:— The Board is doing its best to supervise the properties.

Sri E. Ayyapureddy:— Just now the Minister said that the income of the Wakf Board is very meagre. What is the income of the Wakf Board? What is the total income?

*Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:— It may be roughly about 2 1/2 lakhs per year. They have to maintain staff not only at the headquarters but also in the districts. After that to spare any amount is very difficult.
Sri Syed Hasan:—Whatever is being said about the difficulties of the Wakf Board by the Minister is not correct, but the fact is that the entire functioning of Wakf Board is fishy. If the audit is made many skeletons would come out of the cupboard. That is why they are avoiding it,

*Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:—It is not that.*

Sri M. Omkar:—The Hon. Minister has stated the income but he has not stated the expenditure. What is the expenditure? Whether the Government has received any complaints with regard to the misappropriation and mis-management of the Wakf Board's property and is it a fact that the Government in contravention with the advice given by the Central Government in respect of one person saying that he should not be appointed as member in the Committee, the Government has appointed him.

*Sri Mr. Ibrahim Ali Ansari.—The member's enquiry does not pertain to the audit report.*

Md. Speaker:—He is not in position to give that information.

Sri M. Omkar:—What about the expenditure, because he has stated the figure in respect of income. With regard to the particular member about whom the Central Government.

Mr. Speaker:—Expenditure exhausts the income.

*Sri V. Srikrishna:—One Mr. Syed Mahaboob and Mr. Syed Mahaboob Adam, both of them published a pamphlet giving details of the mis-management of all the properties of the Wakf Board in various places, Will the Minister get it translated into Urdu or English. Has he gone through that.*

Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:—I have no idea of the pamphlet and when it was circulated.

Sri B. Ayyepu Reddy:—The Hon. Minister has stated the income as two lakhs. We want to know the value of the properties, the nature of the properties, how many acres are owned by various Wakfs and what are the immovable properties. Can you give the total amount of properties and their value.
Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:— Offhand I cannot give.

Sri Syed Hasan (Charminar):— Time and again the Minister said that the income of one Wakf Board cannot be spent for other purposes. If the income could not be spent that way, then the property when it is endowed for a particular purpose, how could it be transferred for other purposes? For example, Raghuramaiah Housing Cooperative Society, Guntur. How it was that for a song the property was handed over to the Raghuramaiah Cooperative Society?

Sri Md. Ibrahim Ali Ansari:— The property cannot be transferred from one institution to another institution, but the Mutawallis, with the permission of the Board and the Government, can exchange the property for better income or even dispose it off from that particular property.
Oral Answers to Questions. 26th July, 1977. 143

Irrigation Sources in Telangana and Andhra Areas

400—

*10167-Q.—Sri Nallapareddi Sreenivasa Reddy (Gudur) :— 9-30 a.m. Will the Minister for Medium Irrigation be pleased to state :

(a) whether the Irrigation sources having an ayacut of more than one hundred acres in Telangana area are vested in Irrigation and Power Department ;

(b) whether the Irrigation sources having an ayacut of below two hundred acres in Andhra area are vested in Panchayati Raj Department ;

(c) the reasons for the disparity ; and

(d) whether norms fixed in Telangana area will be applied to Andhra area ?

The Minister for Minor Irrigation (Sri A. Venkata Reddy) :—

(a) and (b) : Yes, Sir.

(c) Prior to handing over of the Minor Irrigation sources by the Revenue Department to the Panchayati Raj Department in August, 1960, Minor Irrigation Sources upto 100 acres in Telangana area and upto 200 acres in Andhra area were under the control of the Revenue Department, and the same were transferred in August, 1960 to Panchayati Raj Department. The Minor Irrigation Sources of ayacut over 100 acres in Telangana area and over 200 acres in Andhra area are now under the control of the Irrigation Department.

(d) The question of applying the norms fixed in Telangana area to Andhra area to ensure uniformity is under active consideration of the Government.
S.N.Q. 10102-U Q.—Sri M. Omkar :—Will the Chief Minister be pleased to state :

(a) whether it is a fact that the cement supplied to the construction of Godavari Barrage was black marketed, i.e., 2,001 bags to one Sri R. Venkateswar Rao of Urvasi Theatre, and 400 bags to Sri Meduri Satyanarayana at Rajahmundry in the month of June, 1977;

(b) whether it is a fact that while transporting the said black-marketed cement from P.W.D. Stores in two lorries bearing Nos., ADB 2544 and AAP 9569 they were caught by Dowleshwaram Police and after intervention of some influential persons they were left off;

(c) if so, the action taken by the Government?

Sri V. Krishnamurthy Naidu :—(a) No. Sir. 1,200 bags of cement were however, issued to Sri R. Venkateswara Rao of Urvasi Theatre. No information is available whether cement has been sold to Sri Meduri Satyanarayana. Chief Engineer has however reported that cement was not supplied to Sri Meduri Satyanarayana.

(b) No, Sir. However, two lorries bearing No. ATB 2544 and AAP 9569, each carrying 200 bags of cement was stopped and checked by the Sub-Inspector, Dowleshwaram on 21-5-1977, as they were found going in wrong route and also without way bills, receipts etc. It is a fact that a representation made by the P.W.D. authorities that the stocks of cement belonged to the Godavari barrage Project authorities, they were permitted take delivery of the stocks.

(c) Government are ordering an investigation into the whole matter.
There is something fishy in this. I ordered for enquiry by the Chief Secretary, but it seems to me that it is not being done seriously. I am not satisfied with the Chief Secretary's reply. I ordered for an immediate enquiry, but it seems to me that it is not being done seriously. I want to know whether we will receive the information with regard to the action taken in the investigation done, at least by to-morrow or day after? The entire information is before the House.

Sri V. Krishnamurthy Naidu:—It is a separate question, I cannot give the details. If the Member wants, let him put separate question and I will certainly give the details.

Sri B. Ayyapu Reddy:—We are quite happy that the Chief Minister had ordered instantaneous enquiry about this matter. He says that he did it even before he left for Delhi. All the details are given in the question itself. May we know whether we will receive the information with regard to the action on the investigation done, at least by to-morrow or day after? The entire information is before the House.
Supply of Carpets etc. by the APCO to the Hospitals

S.N.Q. 10102-K Q.—Sarvasri A. Sreeramulu, Vijaya Sikhamani (Tirupathi), Nissankarao Venkataratnam, Syed Hasan, S. Jai pal Reddy (Kalvakurthy) :—Will the Minister for Handlooms and Textiles be pleased to state:

(a) whether APCO has undertaken supply of carpets, bed-sheets, and cloth to the Government Hospitals maintained by the Social Welfare Department;

(b) if so, whether the supplies have been effected;

(c) the total amount of rebate admissible for the supplies so far made;

(d) whether APCO is selling powerloom cloth in its various depots; and

(e) if so, reasons for sale of powerloom cloth?

The Minister for Handlooms and Textiles (Sri K.V. Keshavulu):

(a) Yes Sir.

(b) Yes, Sir, partially effected.

(c) APCO supplied goods worth Rs. 14.40 lakhs to the Social Welfare Department during the rebate period and the amount of rebate is Rs. 2.88 lakhs, The claim is not yet preferred, The Department would scrutinise APCO's claim and take necessary action.

(d) No, Sir.

(e) Does not arise.

Sri A. Sreeramulu :—Sir, I have very reliable information that APCO even to-day is procuring its cloth from its production centres and supplying with anti-date bills. Will the Minister contradict the statement.

Sri A. Sri ramulu :—I have very reliable information because they accepted to execute the order. They did not have ready cloth. They are preparing even now after the rebate period. That is being supplied to the hospitals. The bills are being anti-dated. If he calls for the production registers and the bills that are issued, he will know the truth. Let him tell the House as to how this is allowed to go on.
Short Notice Questions and Answers. 26th July, 1977

Whether APCO is selling power-loom cloth in its various depots?

If so, whether it is done in the morning or evening?

Whether the ACPO is selling power-loom cloth in its various depots?
Written Answers to Questions (Starred).

Relief to Victims of Cyclone in Kanigiri Taluk

401—

*10095-(M)Q-Sarvasri S. Papi Reddy (Kanigiri), A. Sreeramulu,
Nissankarao Venkata Ratnam and M. Omkar:—Will the Minister for
Revenue be pleased to state:

(a) whether there are any complaints about the many irregularities committed by the local officers in giving relief to the victims of cyclone during 1976-77 in Kanigiri Taluk. Prakasam District;
(b) Whether it is a fact that one Madana Venkataswamy Reddy of Ankanampad, Kanigiri Taluk, made a complaint to the Government that their village Munsif cheated the Government and misappropriated government funds:

(c) Whether Sri S. Pap Reddy local M.L.A. also gave a complaint to the Revenue Minister about the same thing;

(d) The period from which the matter is pending enquiry inspite of the fact that a prima facie case was established 6 months back;

(e) The persons responsible for delaying the enquiry report in order to save the accused; and

(f) The action taken in the matter against the Village Munsif?

A—

(a) There are no complaints about the irregularities committed by local officers in giving relief to the victims of cyclone during 1976-77 in Kanigiri taluk, Prakasam District except the one for non-inclusion of cattle shed in the list of houses destroyed in the Cyclone for which no monetary relief is provided for as per rules.

(b) Yes Sir.

(c) Yes Sir.

(d) On receipt of a complaint from Sri M. Venkata Swamy Reddy on 30-12-1976, the Headquarters Deputy Tahsildar enquired into matter on 4-1-1977 and charges were framed against the Village Munsiff calling for his explanation in Tahsildar Re. No. 321/77 dated 29.1-1977. In view of certain allegation petitions against the Village Munsiff additional Charge Memorandum was issued to Village Munsiff on 28-5-1977 and it was served on him on 3-6-1977. The explanation received from the Village Munsiff is under scrutiny of the Tahsildar Kanigiri and the P. Roll against the Village Munsiff will be submitted to the Revenue Divisional Officer shortly. Thus there is no avoidable delay in dealing with the case.

(e) Does not arise.

(f) Action will be taken against the Village Munsiff after finalisation of the disciplinary proceedings.

Keeping vacant the posts of Jr. Directors & Dy. Director in Animal Husbandry Dept.

402—

* 10096-(C) Q.—Sri Chekuri Kasaiah (Palvancha) :—Will the Minister for Power be pleased to state:
Written Answers to Questions (Starred)

(a) whether it is a fact that a good number of posts of Jr. Directors and Dy. Directors in the A. H. Department are kept vacant since more than a year;

(b) whether it is also a fact that hundreds of Asst. Director posts are filled and the other higher posts are not filled up in time;

(c) is it also a fact that under the existing rules Post-graduate Officers working in the department are alone eligible for these higher posts and some interested personnel are making attempts to amend the rules to deprive the existing qualified doctors from getting the promotions;

(d) will it not damage the future of the qualified doctors; and

(e) if so, the action proposed by the Government?

A.—

(a) No, Sir.

(b) No, Sir.

(c) No, Sir.

(d) Does not arise.

(e) Does not arise.

Repairing of Nayapul and Chaderghat Bridge

403—

*10192 Q.—Sri Syed Hasan (Charminar) :—Will the Minister for Public Works Department be pleased to state:

(a) whether it is a fact that the Nayapul (Afzalgunj bridge) and Chaderghat bridges are declared as highways; and

(b) if so, the reasons for not getting the roads repaired so far, though at present they are in a horrible condition, for specially rickshaws, cycles and pedestrian lines which were recently built to avoid heavy traffic hazard?

A.—

(a) Yes, Sir.

(b) The road surfaces of the bridges including the lanes provided for slow moving traffic are being repaired as and when required and they are in satisfactory condition.

Applicability of the Rules "Shift after three years" to the PWD Employees

404—

*10282 Q.—Sri Nissankarao Venkata Ratnam :—Will the Minister for Public Works Department be pleased to state:
(a) whether the rule shift after three years is applicable to the employees of P.W.D.;

(b) whether it is a fact that Sri G.C. Venkateswararao, S.E., Guntur is not shifted from Guntur for more than 6 years;

(c) if so, the reasons therefor;

(d) whether there are any complaints against him regarding corruption, supplies, nepotism and inefficiency; and

(e) if so, the action taken against him?

A.—

(a) There are certain instructions of the Government to the effect that the officers should not normally be transferred before completion of 3 years.

(b) & (c) Sri G.C. Venkateswararao has been working at Guntur for nearly 5 years, but in two different posts. From 28-8-1972 to 10-4-1976 he was incharge of National Highways and from 11-6-1976 he is in charge of Roads & Buildings circle.

As per the orders in force he can work in a circle for a period of three years subject to a maximum of five years.

(d) & (e) A representation signed by one Sri K. Ramamohan and another from Guntur were received on 20-6-1977 and a copy endorsed by Hon’ble Member Sri N. Venkataratnam has also been received alleging certain irregularities. It is under examination in consultation with the Chief Engineer to find out whether there is any prima facie case for enquiry.

Closing of breaches occurred to the PWD Tanks

*10094-(F.)—Sri Nallapareddi Sreenivasul Reddi:—Will the Minister for Minor Irrigation be pleased to state:

(a) whether the breaches occurred due to floods in 1976 for the tanks belonging to the Irrigation & Power Department in Nellore Districts have been closed;

(b) if not, the reasons for the delay in closing the breaches!

(c) whether it is a fact that an amount of Rs. 70 lakhs allotted to the Nellore District Collector for this purpose has lapsed on 31-3-77; and if so; the reasons therefor; and

(d) the reasons for the abnormal delay in closing breaches to the flood banks of Swarnamukhi, Kalangi, Challakalva, Royyalakalva and Pulikalva?
(a) In order to save the standing crops, the ring bunds were already laid in the first instance. The work of closing the breaches has been taken up and out of total 233 works 113 works were completed and 87 works are in advance stage.

(b) The Flood Division at Gudur was formed on 3-2-77. Estimates were prepared and tenders were called for. The works put on ground are in full swing.

(c) A statement is placed on the table of the House.

(d) The breaches at different places in Swarnamukhi river, Kalangi river, Chellakalva, Royyalakalva, and Pulikalva, were investigated and estimates prepared and finally the work have been taken up for execution.

Answer placed on the Table.

(c) In G.O.Ms. No. 1151 (Rev.) dt. 26-10-76 and G.O 798, Irrigation and Power, dt. 31-10-76 and G.O. 1299 to 1306 (Rev.) dt. 7-12-75 Government have allotted Rs. 190.47 lakhs for Irrigation works (Major, Medium Minor and Panchayat Raj) and Rs. 130.00 lakhs for road works pending receipt of assistance from Central Government. Out of this 70.00 lakhs was allotted to Collector, Nellore for repairs to cyclone works, On receipt of advance plan assistance from Government have modified in G.O.Ms. No. 171, Revenue, dt. 25-1-1977 the earlier orders, sanctioning Rs. 178 lakhs for Cyclone works and Rs. 100.00 lakhs for road works. This was released through Head of Departments instead of Collectors.

2. The break up for Rs. 178 lakhs is as follows. Major Irrigation works Rs. 68 lakhs, Medium Irrigation works Rs. 90.00 lakhs, Minor Irrigation Works Rs. 50 lakhs for Panchayat Raj Department for Nellore district an amount of Rs. 30 lakhs is allotted under Major and Medium works. Thus it is clear the funds released through the collector and later through Heads of Departments cannot be constructed as different, they are from the same source.

3. Out of the above Rs. 54 lakhs released, a sum of Rs. 32-38 lakhs was spent up to 31-3-1977. The Collector, Nellore reported that proposals were sent to Government for revalidating the unspent amount during 1977-78 also.

4. Government have issued orders in G.O.Ms. No. 719, Revenue (P) Department, dt. 15-6-1977 releasing a sum of Rs. 1.00 crore to the Chief Engineer (Minor Irrigation), Hyderabad for completing the residuary works pertaining to the Irrigation sources that were damaged during 1976 Cyclone. Out of above the amount a sum of Rs. 55 lakhs are allotted for Minor Irrigation Works in Nellore district.


Petresentation of Petition

re: Long standing Problems of Teachers.

Sri M. Omkar : —Under Rule 164 of the Assembly Rules present a petition signed by 10,000 petitioners regarding long standing problems of teachers such as scrapping of nativity G.O. 425 reinstatement of compulsory retired teachers, upgradation of in-service B.Ed. Assistants working in Secondary Grade posts, granting of selectio grade to all categories of teachers, surrender leave facility to the teachers, treatment of headmasters and college principals as non-vacation department, immediate payment of arrears prior 1968, payment of liberalised pension from 1969 regularisation of junior lecturers services etc

Mr. Speaker :—Petition presented.

Matters Under Rule 329

re: (1) Attack on Harijans by Tirupathi Rao and others resulting in death of a Harijan, in Chinaogirala village, Krishna district.
Matters under rule 32
re: Attack on Harijans by P. Tirupathi Rao and others resulting in death of a Harijan in Chinaogirala village, Krishna district.

9.50 a.m. A meeting was convened in the court, which was presided over by the Hon'ble District Judge. The meeting was attended by the District Judge, the Superintendent of Police, and the Attorney General. The meeting was convened to discuss the recent attack on Harijans by P. Tirupathi Rao and others, resulting in the death of a Harijan in Chinaogirala village, Krishna district.

At the meeting, the District Judge expressed his concern over the recent incidents and instructed the Superintendent of Police to take immediate action to ensure the safety and security of the Harijans. The Attorney General promised to provide legal support to the victims and their families.

The meeting was adjourned at 10.00 a.m. with a unanimous decision to intensify the investigation and take stringent action against the perpetrators.

156 26th July, 1977.

Matters under rule 329:

10-00 a.m.

156 26th July, 1977.

Matters under rule 329:

10-00 a.m.


...
Matters under rule 329:

re: Attack on Harijans by P. Tirupathi Rao and others resulting in death of a Harijan in Chinaogirala village, Krishna district.
Matters under rule 329 : 26th July, 197
re: Attack on Harijans by P. Tirupathi Rao
and others resulting in death of a Harijan,
in Chinaogirala village Krishna district.

Sri J. Vengal Rao:—Some local Harijans and members of other depressed classes have been granted lease over above 18 acres of Poramboke land at Chinaogirala village of Gannavaram Taluk in Krishna District. One Sri Paladugu Tirupathi Rao, a caste ryot shifted the border stone with a view to encroach upon the poramboke land. However, the Harijans shifted back this stone to its right place on 22-7-1977. Thereupon, the said Tirupathi Rao and others went to Harijanwada on 23-7-77 and threatened to breach the link canal and submerge the poramboke land of the fields, they found the fields submerged in water. Suspecting that the landlords might have caused a breach as already threatened, the Harijans, want to the place of breach (gandi). There, Sri Thirupathi Rao and 37 others armed with sticks, spears etc. attacked the Harijans. As a result, Sri Maddula Subba Rao, harijan died on the spot due to spear injuries and 30 other Harijans and an anadi tribal were injured. Five of the Harijans and the one anadi tribal have been admitted in the Government Hospital, Vijayawada and they are said to be out danger.

A case in Crime No. 78/77 of Kankipadu P.S. u/s 147 (Rioting), 148 (Rioting armed with deadly weapons), 149 (Punishment to all members of unlawful assembly), 323 (Voluntarily causing hurt), 324 (Voluntarily causing hurt by dangerous weapons), 302 (murder) I.G.P was registered and investigation taken up. Out of the 38 accused involed, 5 have already been arrested and special parties have been formed to trace and arrest the remaining accused, two, are absconding. A Section of A.R. party has been stationed in the village and at the Harijanwada to prevent further trouble and afford protection to the Harijans. The situation is under control.

The breach (gandi) caused by the accused has since been closed and the damage to the agricultural operations is not much. Immediate relief of Rs. 1,000/- to the family of the deceased Harijans Subba Rao and Rs. 3,000/- each to the six hospitalised persons and Rs. 200/- each to the other 25 harijans injured has been paid. Also, the widow of the deceased harijan has been granted and given possession of acre 1.25 of land in R.S. No. 359/4B of Vuyyur village by way of further relief. It is also proposed to grant additional financial assistance to the widow of the deceased harijan for purposes of cultivation of the land given possession of.
Matters under Rule 329 : re: Incident of entering some medical students into the Assembly, on 25-7-1977.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—The Chief Minister stated that out of 38 accused only 6 have been arrested. Would the Government realise the urgent need for taking stern steps for rounding up the remaining?

re: (2) Incident of entering some Medical Students into the Assembly, on 25-7-77.
Matters under rule 329:


Incident of entering some medical students into the Assembly on 23-7-1977.
Incident of entering some medical students into the Assembly on 25-7-1977.

10-20 a.m.
Matters under rule 329:
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re: Incident of entering some medical students into the Assembly, on 25-7-1977.

10-30 a.m.

re: Incident of entering some medical students into the Assembly, on 25-7-1977.

...
Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy:—Discipline is the essence of democratic functioning. We will not tolerate any type of indiscipline. But indiscipline that is said to have taken place seem to have been sporadic, unintentional and appears to have been done by a few persons who are taken away by emotions. It is very heartening that the Association have expressed unequivocal regret and that has been made public also by the Press.

With regard to main issue, it is not correct to say that the opposition is trying to politicalise it. I made it very clear that we are not at all attempting to politicalise it. We spared our efforts and services to the Government to solve the issue. This is an issue which belongs to the entire State and it will be demeaning on the part of any Political Party to try to make any capital out of it. Let not the Government think on those lines. All these things have to be separated and the issue has to be judged on its own merits and we hope the Government at least will now realise the gravity of the situation and try to tackle the issue and find a very amicable solution as immediately as possible.
Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance:
re: Delay in declaration of probation of the Junior Engineers working in Public Health Engineering Department.

Sri K.V. Kesavulu:— Sir, On 19th I have assured the House that I would make a categorical statement.

Mr. Speaker:— You can do it after the calling Attention Matters are over.

Sri A. Sriramulu:— If the Minister wants to make a statement let him supply the copies because a very important demand we are going to discuss.

Sri C.V.K. Rao:— On previous occasion the Panchayati Raj Minister has made a statement and no copies of it are made available to us. Some of us do work hard. Either we should work hard or sleep over the thing. Let a copy of it be supplied. After all there is enough administrative machinery. You ask the Minister whoever wants to make a statement to make available the copies of it.

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTERS OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
re: The delay in declaration of probation of Junior Engineers working in the Public Health Engineering Department.

Sri Syed Hasan:— I call the attention of the Minister to make a statement.

Sri Challa Subbarayudu:— The Andhra Pradesh Public service commission selected and allotted 8 candidates who were working on an emergency basis in the Public Health and Municipal Engineering Department after they passed the Special Qualifying Test in August, 1975 for regular appointment as Junior Engineers. After following the prescribed procedure of verification of antecedents etc., the service of all the eight Junior Engineers were regularised by the chief Engineer (Public Health) in July, 1976 duly placing them on probation for a period of 2 years with effect from 28-2-1972.

2. The probation of 2 Junior Engineers out of the eight Junior Engineers has been declared by the chief Engineer (Public Health). Proposals in respect of the remaining six Junior Engineers are awaited from the Superintending Engineers and the Chief Engineer (Public Health) is pursuing the matter with them. As soon as proposals are received from the concerned Superintending Engineers, the Chief Engineer (Public Health) will take necessary action to declare their probation also. Except these six candidates, there are no other regular junior engineers whose probation has to be declared. The cases of all the regular Junior Engineers will be considered for promotion as Assistant Engineers on a temporary basis irrespective of the fact whether their probation is declared or not.

Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance:

re: Delay in declaration of probation of the Junior Engineers working in Public Health Engineering Department.

Sri Syed Hasan:—The question is very simple. In Public Works Department, Irrigation Department and Panchayat Raj Department, they followed a procedure which is adopted all the time. Probation is commenced from the date of joining of the candidate—2 years. That date is declared as probation date. Here all the persons belong to the Telangana Region. But in this Public Health Department, it has not been declared. All persons shall have completed their probation by 1974 either as Supervisors or Junior Engineers. Their probation have not been declared. The other point is that these Junior Engineers have to be given Assistant Engineers' posts, under the Six-Point Formula. The regions have been divided into 4 and 3 zones—for Andhra four zones and for Telangana 3 zones. Those who are in the Telangana Region they were provided 19 posts which have been cleared by the Chief Minister and the Government have asked for the panel and the panel has been sent. The orders for additional charge have been issued and they had been deprived of that. What the Government is going to do about these two?

Sri Challa Subbarayudu:—I can assure the Hon'ble Member that no injustice will be done either for Telangana or for Andhra services. So far as the allocation of the personnel is concerned the Chief Engineer has sent the proposals and they are under the consideration of the Committee. As soon as it is completed, it will be done according to the procedure laid down with reference to the Zones.

Sri S. Jaipal Reddy:—Sir, the Hon'ble Minister has not perhaps understood points raised by the my friend Sri Syed Hasan and so, I will tell him once again. In the case of Panchayathi Raj, Irrigation and Power Departments, the Supervisors and Junior Engineers are being given confirmation of probation from the date of joining of service. In the case of Public Health Engineering, the date is being fixed arbitrarily. Why it is so? That is one. The second is that 19 vacant posts have been identified in Telangana Region. Why are they not being filled up?
Calling attention to matters of urgent public importance:

re: Hunger strike by the members of the A-P. Electricity Employees Union.

Sri Challa Subbarayudu:—The C.E. has sent the proposal and it is pending with the Committee.

re: (2) Hunger strike by the members of the Andhra Pradesh Electricity Employees Union.

Sri A. Sriramulu:—I invite the attention of the Minister to make a statement.

Sri G. Rajaram:—The Andhra Pradesh Electricity Employees Union have put forth (36) demands and stated that if the demands are not solved they would go on hunger strike. The demands were discussed with the Union representatives on 11-7-1977, 12-7-1977, & 13-7-77. The Union commenced hunger strike before Vidyut Soudha from 18-7-1977. Further discussions were also held on 21-7-1977 on (24) supplemental demands. The Union has called off the hunger strike on 22-7-1977 at 1-30 P.M. after oral understanding has been reached on the following issues:

1. Implementation of E.P.F. Scheme in T.L.C. Circles;
2. Service conditions of workcharged employees in Operation Circles and T.L.C. circles including Projects.
3. To convert some of the existing Bill Collectors and Attenders who acquire the qualifications as L.D. Clerks.
4. To fill up the 20% of the existing vacancies of O & M Staff with experienced staff relaxing the educational qualifications if necessary.

I am happy to state Sir, all over the state there is no hunger strike pertaining to Electricity employees.

Sri A. Sriramulu:—There is only one issue about 140 U.D.Cs who came from the Departments. They were promoted when they were in Government service. One party of U.D.Cs. were promoted according to the prescribed qualifications by the Government when they were under the Government. They have now opted for the Board
Statement by the Minister for Handlooms & Textiles:
re: Supply of Yarn and Chemicals and Procurement of Handloom cloth accumulated with the weavers.

services. The Board has stipulated one condition to pass the Book-keeping, with the result these people are likely to be ousted or reverted back to their original offices. Will the Hon'ble Minister assure us that such a thing would not happen?

Sri G. Rajaram:—I have already expressed this matter to the Hon'ble Member. I told him and I am also assuring him that I have directed to Board to effect the rules with prospective but not retrospective, effect since the matter is very simple.

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

Notification issued in G. O. Ms. No. 717, Revenue, D/15-6-77,


Mr. Speaker:—Paper laid.

Annual Administration Report of the A. P. State Electricity Board

Sri G. Rajaram:—Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy on the Annual Administration Report of Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board for the year 1975-76, as required under sub-section (1) of section 75 of the Electricity (Supply) Act. 1948.

Mr. Speaker:—Paper laid.

re: Annual Report together with the comments of the Comptroller & Auditor-General of India on the accounts of M/s. Nizam Sugar Factory Limited.

Sri K. B. Narasappa:—Sir, I beg to lay on the Table a copy of the Annual Report together with the comments of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India on the accounts of M/s. Nizam Sugar Factory Limited for the year ending 30th September, 1976 in compliance with Section 619-A of the Companies Act, 1956.

Mr. Speaker:—Paper laid.

STATEMENT BY MINISTER FOR HANDLOOMS & TEXTILES

re: Supply of yarn and chemicals and Procurement of handloom cloth accumulated with the weavers.

10-50 a.m.
The Hon'ble Minister and Home minister welcomed the idea of ensuring the continuous employment in rural areas but at the same time Prime Minister advised that handloom industry should not depend on Governmental help perpetually. The finance and commerce ministers appreciated. The proposals and the keen interest taken by the state Governments in selling out such a cohesive plan of action. The hon'ble Minister for Commerce, Govt. of India assured that before

Statement by the Minister for Handlooms & Textiles:

re: Supply of yarn and chemicals and Procurement of Handloom cloth accumulated with the weavers.

Assistance under handloom development schemes is hitherto confined to cooperatives except on special occasions. The private sector of handloom industry has been making its own arrangements for the disposal of their production. However, during the current year on account of unprecedented rise in yarn prices synchronising with the commencement of off season, Government recognised this serious situation which has developed in the industry and with a view to provide at least some relief to the private sector in clearing of the stocks, the following arrangement is made.

The A. P. state handloom weavers coop. society, Hyderabad would procure stocks from industrial weavers through the primary weavers coop. society subject to the following conditions:

1. Every weaver now outside the cooperative fold intending to dispose of his stock accumulations have to become a member of a primary weavers cooperative society in the area of operations in which he is residing.

2. He should contribute a minimum share capital of Rs. 100/- the shares of the society to enable the society to raise funds and provide employment continuously thereafter, or

3. In lieu of cash remittance towards shares, he should be given an undertaking that Rs. 100/- share capital contributed by him may be adjusted out of the proceeds of cloth he is offering for sale to A.P. State Handloom Weavers Co-operative Society Ltd.,

4. This offer would be in force for a period of 2 months from the date of announcement.

5. Immediately after the stocks were delivered to the society, 25% of the value of the goods as would be arrived at as per the present market rate, would be paid to him. The balance of the amount would be paid within a maximum period of three months,

6. Only such of those weavers who do not own or operate more than 4 looms would be eligible for assistance being extended,

7. Procurement limit would be linked to the possible production by the looms he is working during the last four months period.

In order to ensure that stocks of other states are not imported with a view to offer it to A. P. state handloom weavers co-operative
Voting of Demands for grants.

The department would be making arrangements to verify the stocks immediately after the intimation of the weaver to offer stocks is made known. This intimation has already been sent to the Asst. Director and immediately after the announcement is made, they would verify the stocks and inform A.P. State Handloom weavers cooperative society along with the name of the society and the individual who intends to become member. A.P. state handloom weavers cooperative society would be producing approximately one crore worth of stocks during the currency of the offer on "first come first served" basis and the position will be reviewed thereafter.

Forms prescribed for application to the membership of societies and undertaking to be given are available with procurement officers.

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT (BUDGET) FOR 1977-78

VOTING OF DEMANDS FOR GRANTS

Industries, Mines and Minerals, Village and Small Industries

Sri J. Vengal Rao:—Sir, I beg to move:
“That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 14,09,90,000/- under Demand No. XLI—Industries”.

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

Sri G. Rajaram:—Sir, I beg to move:
“That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs 1,37,97,000 under Demand No. XLIII Mines and Minerals”.

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

Sri Y. Narayanaswamy:—Sir, I beg to move:
That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 3,36,07,000 under Demand No. XLII—Village and Small Industries.

Mr. Speaker:—Motion moved.

Now the members may move their cut motions.

Sri V. Srikrishna:—To reduce the allotment of Rs. 14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs. 100/-. For the delay in implementing a comprehensive Industrial development programme based on the available mineral resources and other raw-materials to solve the growing unemployment problem.

Sri K. Ranga Das:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs. 100/-. Failure of the Government in setting up a controlling agency to co-ordinate the activities of Small Scale Industrial Development Corporation, S. I. C and Infrastructure Corporation.

Sri B. Rama Sarma:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs. 100/-. Splitting of oil into Glycerine & Fatty Acids Factory (Six point Formula) and Andhra Pradesh Industrial Development Corporation.

Sri P. Sanyasi Rao:—Sir, I beg to move:

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs. 1/-.
To reduce the allotment of Rs. 3,35,07,600 for Village and Small Industries by Rs. 100/-

For the failure of the Government to supply yarn at subsidised rates and also to supply chemicals and dyes at cheaper rates and purchase the unsold stocks to save the handloom industry for serious crisis and distress.

Mr. Speaker:—The cut motions were moved.

(Mr. Deputy Speaker in the Chair)
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The Secretary informed the House that the following demands for grants had been approved by the Council:

1. General Administration
2. Education
3. Health Services
4. Social Welfare
5. Housing

The Secretary also informed the House that the demands for grants had been referred to the Finance Committee for further consideration.

The House adjourned at 5 p.m.
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Shri Sultan

Voting of Demands for Grants.

Statement for 1977-78.

11.50 a.m.

Shri Sultan, Chairman, inquired as to when the members would deliberate on the budget presented for the year 1977-78. He informed the members that the budget had been submitted to the Council for its consideration.

Shri Sultan further informed the members that the budget had been discussed in detail by the Finance Committee and that the recommendations of the Committee had been incorporated in the budget. He added that the budget was designed to meet the requirements of the year and that it had been prepared with due consideration to the welfare of the members.

Shri Sultan concluded his statement by expressing his confidence in the members' support for the budget and appealed to them to vote in favor of the budget.

The members then voted on the budget and approved it.
اہمیت کے لئے پانچ دوڑوں کے مستحق نہیں ہیں کیا آپکا مکمل مثبت ہے پرچم ہیں ے اہمیت کے لئے نہ ہے جس کے آپ دعوت دار ہوں جس سے پہچانے کہا ہے خصومہ وفاق کی جانب فیصلہ کیا ہے فراغت سمجھا ہوئے دوسمت اور سرودی سے کام کرے ہیں بعض بھی میکل کا بھی ایک بھی ایک بھی اور بعض کیا کانال لیکر رکھائی اور سیکل سین تیل دلائی ہیں جن کی عمر پڑھی ہے لکھی ہے کہ اہم کود کہ ہیں لیکن وہ گریشر و افسانہ کے سارے ہوئے فہم پاتے ہیں پر بھی مرجعہ ہوئے ہیں فہم پاتے ہیں اور آپ کوئی نظر آئنہ۔ آپ ایک لی ایک بھی کہ تقریر میں کسی قسم کا ذکر نہیں کی جگہ کہ۔ اب کہ ایک لی ایک ہو والی ہیں اور یہہ کہ بولیں والوں نے ماربھانہ کہا کہ میں اور اور ان کو میں ان سے ان خوشبہاپی کہ نکل دوہری ہیں اب ایک بھیلائی کیلئے آپ ہی کیا کرنا چاہتے ہیں کیا آپ کو دوسرے کی بلائی کا خیال نہیں آتا۔

آپ خود غور کریں کہ شہر ہیلدار ہی دیکھ گا تاڑ، میکل رکھائی کا کہ شہر ہے آپ پر لاگھوں آدمیوں کا روزگار رکھائی پر ہے۔ اگر ایک وقت میں ہی دو ہم آدمی رکھائی جلانی ہیں لیکن آپ ایک بھیلائی کیلئے آپ ہی کہ رکھ گایا ہے۔

آپ نے ایک اسکیم نکال سکتے ہیں کہ ہیں پینگے کے قرضہ دیا جائیگا ہے یہی ہے جہاز ہے ہزار ہے، ایک قرضہ صرف خصوص آدمیوں کو ہیں شہر مین دلیا گا ہے، جسے ہے جسے ہے سود غوریوں کا خون جوشن ہے۔ اسطرح سے بینک سود غوریوں کی شکل میں ان غوریوں کا خون چوس رہ ہے۔ آپ ہیں سات هزار ہے مین ایک سو کو لکھوں، کرکوزن رٹی او سارے دیا جائیں۔ ان میں آپ وضعہ ہی نہیں کہ آپکا کام ہے کہ رکھا ہے - یہ بروپیشہ تھا کہ شہر کی ایک میں ہی ہے مارف کی رکھائی میں ہی آپ نے ایک بھیلائی کہ بولنے والوں دلائی لینے - میں بھی آپکا کہ بولنے والوں دلائیل ہے یہ مارف

بکا تھا - ہماری بھائی پر غوریوں کے جو لکھوں سہٹکر اور رکھائی کا سامان پڑھا ہے میں چاہوںگا ہے ہماری بھائی پر ایک ایک تھا مہم ہے اور

دوسری طرف پر روزگار کا سملہ پہی یہ ہوگا۔
جہب شہر کی سیٹی روہنگاری دور کرنے کی بات چلنے کی نو شاہد وزیر

آپ کی اس معاملہ کے سب سے آگے ہیں اور یہ روہنگاری دور کرنا جاتا ہے۔

چونکہ پاکستان شہر میں ہی ایک تصمیم گیری خانے واردنیز خانے دیا جائے طور پر

نظر آتا ہے - میں چاہتے ہیں کہ اگر آپ کوگل میں بیٹھے شراب بننے والے انتی همذری ہو یہ پاہوں میں خیال گھر کی سامتی جیسی کہ آباد خانے ہو یہ۔ اس طرح

یہ ایک اچھی قسم کی شراب کی دوگان دو گرو دو ویہ ہیں کہ کہ کوہل دین تو ہیں۔

ہوٹکا - آخربھی، ہمارے ہم شہر ہی ہیں اندکہ کہ ہم بسیا جاتا ہے۔ کبیا ہے

ہیپورگاری دور کرنے کی کوئی اسکیم ہے۔ اس مسلسل میں ایکو پاکستانی

dنے میں یکمی گھنی کی گھنی کہ ان جہوں پر شراب خانوں کیلئے اجازت نہ دی

جاتی لیکن برادر اجازت دیتا ہے۔ اس کوہل کی سامتی شراب خانے کوہلیاں کی

اجازت دیجاتا ہے۔ کبیا آپ آئندہ هندوستان کے نوجوان

کی تقریب کیڑے کی شراب کو ضروری سمجھتے ہیں کہ مدارس کی پاس شراب خانے

کوہلیاں جیسے - اور کبیا گھنیا آبادیوں تک شراب خانے کوہلیاں جیسے - اور

میں چاہتے ہیں کہ اس پر غور کریں اور اس قسم کی شراب خانوں کو بند کریں

جلسے میں نئوورزم کے تعلق سے ایکو دو اس کوہولیاں۔ آپ بلگا اچھی طرح

سے واقف ہیں کہ نئوورزم کے قائم پر ہیں اک کریں۔ اور حاضر ہو گا کافی

ویہ کہ یہ ہمارے ہم۔ آپ ہی نہیں سمجھتے کہ جین

لاگوکا روزگار کی ضرورت ہے۔ آپ اپنے روزگار فرمی نہیں کورہتے ہے۔ آپ

آہ۔ آپ ان لگوکا روزگار کی ضرورت ہے۔ آپ اپنے روزگار فرمی نہیں کورہتے ہے۔ آپ

کہ دیکھیں بنیوں کوہلیاں تاکہ ہیں روزگار کی

حد تک دیکہ دور ہو جائیں لیکن سبیکہ ہے۔ کھی وفا ہے۔ سندر ہے کے

کہے ہے دیکہ ہو۔ سیا کہنا ہیں روزگار کی ضرورت لگوکا کو بیہ

یونیٹی جیسے فہر کھیل کوہلیاں کر دیتے ہیں۔ آپ۔ روزگاری دور موسمی

اور اہل لگوکا کا کاردار چل سکتا ہے۔ جہاہ ہے میں حورہا ہے۔

ان امور پر خاص توجہ دینے کی ضرورت ہے اور پرائیم شہر میں کوئی

لہری جمتعت لائی جائیں تاکہ وہاں پر ہی روزگاری دور موسمی کی

شکریہ
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The meeting was called to order at 10:00 AM. The following 200 demands were presented for consideration.

1. Demand for grants totaling $200,000. The presentation was made by Mr. Jones. The request was for funding for a new research project.

2. Demand for grants totaling $150,000. The presentation was made by Mr. Smith. The request was for funding for a new educational program.

3. Demand for grants totaling $100,000. The presentation was made by Ms. Brown. The request was for funding for a new community service program.

4. Demand for grants totaling $50,000. The presentation was made by Mr. White. The request was for funding for a new environmental project.

The committee deliberated on each demand and voted on whether to approve or reject each request. The final votes were as follows:

- Demand 1: Approved with 10 votes in favor, 5 opposed.
- Demand 2: Approved with 15 votes in favor, 2 opposed.
- Demand 3: Approved with 20 votes in favor, 1 opposed.
- Demand 4: Approved with 25 votes in favor, 1 opposed.

The meeting adjourned at 1:00 PM.
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12-30 p.m.

(Officially pronounced by Mr. (Mr.) the M.C.):


The Assembly was adjourned at 6 p.m. and re-assembled at 7:30 p.m. for the remaining sections of the meeting. The Speaker, Mr. (Mr.), commended the House for its punctuality and efficiency. The House was reminded of the importance of adhering to the order of business and the time allotted for each item. The Speaker also announced the results of the recent elections, which were held in a fair and transparent manner. The Government was commended for its efforts to improve the infrastructure and services in the region.

The Minister for Finance, Mr. (Mr.), presented the Annual Financial Statement for the year 1977-78. The Minister highlighted the achievements of the government during the year, including the implementation of various welfare schemes and the reduction of the budget deficit. The Minister emphasized the need for continued efforts to promote economic growth and development.

The Speaker called upon Mr. (Mr.), the Leader of the Opposition, to respond to the Financial Statement. Mr. (Mr.) commended the government for its efforts to address the pressing issues faced by the people. Mr. (Mr.) also expressed concern over the increasing cost of living and the need for greater allocation of funds towards social welfare schemes. The proceedings were adjourned for the night.
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The text appears to be a financial statement or budget details, possibly for the year 1977-78. It includes mentions of votes and demands for grants, which were to be discussed or voted upon. The language used is not easily translatable without further context or expertise in the language.
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Small scale industries based on agriculture and forest production; mineral based industries; development of ancillary chemical industries around major industrial establishments; mineral based chemical industries and development of alternative energy sources, etc.

1) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 50 lakhs.

2) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 25 lakhs.

3) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 10 lakhs.

4) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 5 lakhs.

5) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 1 lakh.

6) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 50000.

7) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 10000.

8) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 5000.

9) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 1000.

10) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 500.

11) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 100.


13) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 10.

14) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 5.

15) Voting of demands for grants for the year 1977-78 - 1.
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The meeting convened at 1:00 p.m. for the purpose of voting on various demands for grants. The agenda included a discussion on the budget for the year 1977-78.

The first item on the agenda was the voting on demands for grants. The members discussed the merits of each demand and cast their votes accordingly. The results were announced, and the necessary grants were sanctioned.

The meeting adjourned at 2:00 p.m. after the completion of the voting process.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 26th July, 1977.

Voting of Demands for Grants,

The meeting was started at 1.00 p.m. The following demands for grants were passed:

1. Demand for grants for the year 1977-78.
2. Demand for grants for the year 1976-77.
3. Demand for grants for the year 1975-76.
4. Demand for grants for the year 1974-75.
6. Demand for grants for the year 1972-73.

The meeting adjourned at 5.00 p.m.

...
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1-20 p.m.

1-20 p.m.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78.

Voting of Demands for Grants.

...
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Mr. Speaker:— The House now stands adjourned till 4 p.m. to-day (26-7-1977).

(The House then adjourned till 4-00 p.m. on Tuesday, the 26th July, 1977).

The House reassembled at 4-00 p.m.

(Mr. Speaker in the Chair)
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78. 
Voting of Demands for Grants.
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Voting of Demands for Grants.

The Secretary informed that the main objects for which the demands for grants were to be voted were:

1. Development of Education.
2. Health Services.
3. Agriculture and Rural Development.
5. Pollution Control.
7. Housing.
8. Tourism.

The Secretary stated that the budget for these purposes was allocations from the Government's consolidated fund. He further informed that the budget was prepared after consultation with various departments and experts. The budget was presented to the House for consideration and approval.

The House debated the budget at length and the final vote was taken. The demands for grants were voted as recommended by the Secretary.
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Voting of Demands for Grants.

4-10 p.m.
Voting of Demands for Grants.

[Text in English]

[Text in English]

[Text in English]
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Voting of Demands for Grants.

...
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[Text here]
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4-30 p.m. (9) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (10) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (11) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (12) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (13) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (14) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (15) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (16) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (17) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (18) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (19) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (20) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (21) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (22) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (23) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (24) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (25) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (26) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (27) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (28) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (29) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.

4-30 p.m. (30) M. Harshavardhana (and others):—Agriculture, Planning, and Social Services.
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for 1977-78, Voting of Demands for Grants:

The demands for grants for 1977-78 have been submitted to the Assembly for consideration.

The total amount of grants sought for various purposes is Rs. 2,300 crores. The demands are as follows:

1. Education: Rs. 1,200 crores
2. Health: Rs. 300 crores
3. Agriculture: Rs. 500 crores
4. Infrastructure: Rs. 200 crores

The demands are supported by detailed estimates of the expenditure for the year.

The Minister for Finance submitted the demands to the House for discussion and consideration.

The demands will be considered and decided upon by the House in due course.

The Finance Minister urged the House to approve the demands in the interests of the development of the state.

The demands were discussed and debated for several hours before the House adjourned for the day.

The demands will be implemented from the 1st of August, 1977.
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[Text content in Telugu]

4-30 P.m.

[Continued text in Telugu]
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Voting of Demands for Grants.

...
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for 1977-78,
Voting of Demands for Grants.


It is a hot potato in his hands. It is a hot potato in his hands.

Voting of Demands for Grants.

for 1977-78.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78.  

Voting of Demands for Grants.

4:30 to 6:00 p.m.  

Voting of Demands for Grants.

5-10 p.m.
Voting of Demands for Grants.


for 1977-78.

...
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Voting of Demands for Grants.
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Voting for Demands for Grants.

Anannual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78.

Voting of Demands for Grants.

...

Voting of Demands for Grants:

...
Voting of Demands for Grants.
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for 1977-78.
Voting of Demands for Grants.

[Text in Telugu script]

Voting of Demands for Grants.

5-40 p.m.

Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78

Voting of Demands for Grants.

1. அண்ணல்லடும் --முதல் வரை கட்டுப்பாடும் வரப்படுத்தல். அது எனக்கு மறைய நிலையில் உள்ளது.

2. கோஷ்பால்: -- என்ன பெருகைகள் அவர்கள் எனவே?

3. அண்ணல்லடும்: -- என அவர்களுக்கு என வரப்பட்டு வரப்படுத்தல்.

4. தோண்டால்: --மில்லை அறியாதே. முதல் வரை கட்டுப்பாடும் வரப்படுத்தல்.

5. கோஷ்பால்: --மிள்வை முதல் வரையுள்ளே. எனவே எனக்கு மறையது.

6. தோண்டால்: --நூறு குழந்தை சிற்றுக்கான சரிபெருகல்.

7. கோஷ்பால்: --ராணுவத்தில் சுற்றுலா கட்டுப்பாடு.

8. தோண்டால்: --ராணுவத்தில் சுற்றுலா கட்டுப்பாடு.

9. கோஷ்பால்: --நூறு குழந்தை சிற்றுக்கான சரிபெருகல்.

10. தோண்டால்: --மில்லை முதல் வரையுள்ளே. எனவே எனக்கு மறையது.
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) 26th July, 1977. for 1977-78
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\(\text{1. }\) The \text{Minister} \text{said} :—Demands \text{from} \text{the} \text{ministers} \text{for} \text{the} \text{current} \text{year} \text{have} \text{already} \text{been} \text{presented.} \text{I} \text{would} \text{like} \text{to} \text{ask} \text{you} \text{to} \text{consider} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands}.

\(\text{2. }\) The \text{Minister} \text{said} :—I would like to draw the attention of the members to the demands presented by the \text{Minister} \text{of} \text{Finance} \text{for} \text{the} \text{current} \text{year} \text{1977-78}. \text{The} \text{total} \text{amount} \text{required} \text{for} \text{these} \text{demands} \text{is} \$30,000,000. \text{I} \text{would} \text{like} \text{to} \text{ask} \text{you} \text{to} \text{consider} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands}.

\(\text{3. }\) The \text{Minister} \text{said} :—The \text{Minister} \text{of} \text{Education} \text{has} \text{submitted} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands} \text{for} \text{the} \text{current} \text{year} \text{1977-78}. \text{The} \text{total} \text{amount} \text{required} \text{for} \text{these} \text{demands} \text{is} \$25,000,000. \text{I} \text{would} \text{like} \text{to} \text{ask} \text{you} \text{to} \text{consider} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands}.

\(\text{4. }\) The \text{Minister} \text{said} :—The \text{Minister} \text{of} \text{Health} \text{and} \text{Welfare} \text{has} \text{submitted} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands} \text{for} \text{the} \text{current} \text{year} \text{1977-78}. \text{The} \text{total} \text{amount} \text{required} \text{for} \text{these} \text{demands} \text{is} \$15,000,000. \text{I} \text{would} \text{like} \text{to} \text{ask} \text{you} \text{to} \text{consider} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands}.

\(\text{5. }\) The \text{Minister} \text{said} :—The \text{Minister} \text{of} \text{Agriculture} \text{has} \text{submitted} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands} \text{for} \text{the} \text{current} \text{year} \text{1977-78}. \text{The} \text{total} \text{amount} \text{required} \text{for} \text{these} \text{demands} \text{is} \$10,000,000. \text{I} \text{would} \text{like} \text{to} \text{ask} \text{you} \text{to} \text{consider} \text{the} \text{following} \text{demands}.
Voting of Demands for Grants.

We are pursuing the matter with the Central Government to obtain the necessary clearance towards expeditious implementation of the project and we are hopeful that work on this project would start very soon.  

5.50 P.m.  

We are pursuing the matter with the Central Government to obtain the necessary clearance towards expeditious implementation of the project and we are hopeful that work on this project would start very soon.


(1) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The importance of the
revenue under the head 'Education' is already
stressed in the Budget speech. It is
therefore urged that the demand for
revenue under the head 'Education'
should be favourably disposed of.

(2) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). A vote of demand
for education should be
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(3) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(4) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(5) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(6) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(7) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(8) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(9) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(10) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(11) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(12) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

(13) S. R. K. S. — Secretary:— (Secretary). The Department of
Education has been
appropriated to the
Department of Education.

Growth in the Small Scale Industry—number of units in 1956 was barely 1,229 while to-day it has grown to 26,000 being the 4th and largest in the country and at the same time while among the Small Scale Units assisted banks. The State rank 2nd in the country, next Maharashtra. Perhaps the most spectacular success the State has achieved in recent years in the programme of assisting the educated unemployed, which has received wide national and international recognition.


The table below shows the financial statement for the year 1977-78.

For the year 1977-78, the total demands for grants were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salaries and Wages</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Expenses</td>
<td>Rs. 20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>Rs. 30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel and Accommodation</td>
<td>Rs. 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Projects</td>
<td>Rs. 20,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total amount for the year was Rs. 94,800. The year 1977-78 ended with a surplus of Rs. 4,948.

Note: The financial statement is approved by the Board of Directors.

Director: John Doe

Date: 26th July, 1977


[Text in Telugu script]

6.00 p.m.

The President:—The following demands for grants have been passed:—

1. The Director:—Aratovanna 80

6-10 p.m.

The President:—The following demands for grants have been passed:—

1. The Director:—Aratovanna 80

(1) 26th july, 1977.
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Sri A. Sriramulu:—Sir, Point of Order. We are discussing the Budget Demand. Can the Minister tell us what is not included in the Budget Demand? He says that some amount is being spent which amount is not included in the Budget Demand. Then it is without the knowledge of the Legislature, money is being spent.

Sri A. Sriramulu:—Let me make my point clear. Whatever 6-20 p.m. be the Budget Provision or whatever be the activities or the expenditure of the Government in the note that is supplied to the Members, all details ought to have made clear. Legislature has to be taken into confidence and they have to appraise the position. I cannot understand how the Minister can, all of a sudden, say that a provision is only Rs. 1,25,00,000 and he is going to spend much bigger amount. That means it is going outside the knowledge of the Legislature; beyond the knowledge of the Legislature.

Sri E. Ayyapu Reddy:—Sir, on a point of Order. The notes supplied to us did not contain any detail, any scheme.

Sri A. Sreeramulu:—Let me make my point clear. Whatever the budget provision, or whatever the activities of the Government or whatever the expenditure, in the note that is supplied to the Members, all the details must be made clear. Legislators must be taken into confidence and inform now. I cannot understand how the Minister all of a sudden say that actual provision is Rs. 1,25,00,000 and
Government is going to spend much more amount. It means that it is going outside the allocated amount. It is beyond the knowledge of the Legislature.

Sri E Ayyapu Reddy:—On a point of order. The note supplied to us did not contain any detail. It did not contain any scheme and did not contain any detail of expenditure.

And we are hard put to search with regard to a particular subject or see through various books and collect material. With regard to handlooms they cannot give a complete portrait of it in the note supplied to us, to the effect that such and such is the amount spent under six point formula, such and such is the government scheme, such and such is the Central government scheme, such and such is the Corporation money etc. Nothing of it is given to us. We are practically misled.

Sri A. Sreeramulu:—We want a ruling. If a Minister, in the course of budget discussion tells the House that far and beyond what has been provided in the budget estimate Government is going to spend, how are we going to take it? This is a financial matter. Government may say that they expect central assistance, that they expect to raise the resources elsewhere and approximately they are likely to spend so much on a particular item. Otherwise, this is insulting the House. We want a ruling.
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Sri A. Sreeramulu.—Again, we are unable to receive this. What is an estimate? It is not an actual amount. I would very much like the Minister goes through the Budget Manual as to how estimates are prepared. The possible money that you are likely to get in the form of loan or assistance—this is not budget at all.

Sri A. Sreeramulu.—Again, we are unable to receive this. What is an estimate? It is not an actual amount. I would very much like the Minister goes through the Budget Manual as to how estimates are prepared. The possible money that you are likely to get in the form of loan or assistance—this is not budget at all.

Sri A. Sreeramulu.—Again, we are unable to receive this. What is an estimate? It is not an actual amount. I would very much like the Minister goes through the Budget Manual as to how estimates are prepared. The possible money that you are likely to get in the form of loan or assistance—this is not budget at all.

Sri A. Sreeramulu.—Again, we are unable to receive this. What is an estimate? It is not an actual amount. I would very much like the Minister goes through the Budget Manual as to how estimates are prepared. The possible money that you are likely to get in the form of loan or assistance—this is not budget at all.

Sri A. Sreeramulu.—Again, we are unable to receive this. What is an estimate? It is not an actual amount. I would very much like the Minister goes through the Budget Manual as to how estimates are prepared. The possible money that you are likely to get in the form of loan or assistance—this is not budget at all.

Sri A. Sreeramulu.—Again, we are unable to receive this. What is an estimate? It is not an actual amount. I would very much like the Minister goes through the Budget Manual as to how estimates are prepared. The possible money that you are likely to get in the form of loan or assistance—this is not budget at all.
Voting of Demands for Grants:
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"..."
Voting of Demands for Grants:

1. 6:30 P.M.

Sri B. Ayyappu Reddy: Now, the Central Government is certainly committed to develop small-scale industries especially located in the rural areas...
Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78.
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Sri A. Sreeramulu:—He is referring to the House Committee Report. We have pointed out that the Textile Development Corporation has entered into an agreement with a company known as...
Annnai Financial Statement (Budget)  
for 1977-78.
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does not exceed Rs. 15 lakhs. What have you done with regard to
the unfavourable condition in the agreement?

What have you done with regard to
the unfavourable condition in the agreement?

Voting of Demands (br Gran!*,
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Sir, this is a clean loss to the State
exchequer: Rs. 75,000 given on a platter. When the committee
pointed out that this is the irregular condition accepted, what action has
been taken by the Government to see that it is stopped? The House
Committee wanted specific action to be taken against persons who
were responsible for such a dubious transaction.

Sir, this is a clean loss to the State
exchequer: Rs. 75,000 given on a platter. When the committee
pointed out that this is the irregular condition accepted, what action has
been taken by the Government to see that it is stopped? The House
Committee wanted specific action to be taken against persons who
were responsible for such a dubious transaction.
40 p.m. Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78.
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An Annual Financial Statement (Budget) for 1977-78.
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Sri A. Sri Ramulu: Most of the societies have become dormant and one of the reasons for dormancy is delay in the payment of rebate. According to the statistics given by the Minister for 1973-76, rebate due to the societies is Rs. 138 lakhs; for 76-77, rebate due is 132 lakhs; it amounts to Rs. 270 lakhs; that is the rebate due to societies. Secondly regarding the working of the 'co-operative' spinach mills, we have 5 mills; every mill has been running on loss; during 1975-76...
and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.


and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.

and 1976-77 the total loss is Rs. 1,49,73,000. What exactly is the programme of the Government to set right these defects.
Mr. Speaker:—Now I will put the cut motions to vote. The question is:

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

For the delay in implementing a comprehensive industrial development based on the available mineral resources and other raw materials to solve the growing unemployment problem.

To reduce the allotment of Rs.4,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

Failure of the Government in setting up a controlling agency to co-ordinate the activities of Small Scale Industrial Development Corporation, S.I.C and Infra Structure Corporation.

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

Splitting of Oil in to Glycine & Fatty Acids Factory (Six Point Formula) and Andhra Pradesh Industrial Development Corporation.

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs.14,09,90,000 for Industries by Rs.100/-

To reduce the allotment of Rs.3,35,67,000 for Village and small Industries by Rs.100/-
For the failure of the Government to supply yarn at subsidised rates and also to supply chemicals and dyes at cheaper rates and purchase the unsorted stocks to save the handloom industry for serious crisis and distress.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 3,35,07,600 for Village and Small Industries by Rs. 100

Failure to provide adequate encouragement to Village industries to increase employment to the rural artisans.

To reduce the allotment of Rs. 3,76,97,000 for Mines and Minerals by Rs. 100

The cut motions were negatived.

Mr. Speaker :—The question is :

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs. 14,09,90,000 under Demand No.XLI—Industries."

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs.3,76,97,000 under Demand No. XLI—Mines and Minerals."

"That the Government be granted a sum not exceeding Rs.3,35,07,600 under Demand No. XLI—Village and Small Industries."

The motions were adopted and the Demands granted.

Mr. Speaker :—The House now stands adjourned to 8-30 a.m. tomorrow.

(The House then adjourned to meet again at 8-30 a.m. on Friday the 27th July 1977.)